38	THE DIRECT
Fallacy of a?i Extreme Direct Method
Xow this argument has a perfectly sound principle at
its base. Our ideal in teaching any language is to convey
with that language the ideas which that language^
expresses to the people using it. But there are importr
ant facts of time and space and of human nature that it
overlooks. In the first place, the number of words which
can be explained by direct association with their meani?ig$
is strictly limited ; for the ordinary teacher it is limited
by the four walls of his class-room and what they com-
prise and by the time at the teacher's disposal. < Desk r
and * book ' and * head ' and * white' and ' walk ' and
*	laugh ' may, no doubt, be interpreted directly by point-
ing to the corresponding  objects,  or performing  the
corresponding   actions;   though with many   of   these
common words for the concrete the Urdu and the English
word symbols are so exactly equivalent that a simple
translation would also give the exact English meaning;
But what about   * beautifulJ,   ' think ',   c for ',   ' cool',
(shiver*,    e faint*,    or    'stumble'?     No    doubt   the
Interpretation of some of these directly would add to the
pupil's entertainment, but it would tax the ingenuity of
the teacher and use much precious time to devise ways
of conveying the meaning clearly without a lapse into
the vernacular.
Further, it is precisely with expressions having shades
of meaning characteristic of English that the greatest
difficulties in direct interpretation occur. Imagine the
teacher demonstrating directly the difference in meaning
between * tremble ' and * shiver ', or * fat' and * thick \
or c pretty ' and * beautifulT or ( fetch9 and ' bring ', or
*	say J and * speak ' and c tell', all very cbmmon words
with a claim, most of them,  to an early place in the
pupil's vocabulary.
The second fact which the rigorous direct methodists-
overlook is a simple fact of human nature, of pupil nature
in particular. The Indian pupil when offered a < direct:"
explanation of * house * or 4 chair', however carefully
the teacher may keep the vernacular at a distance, will
not.be content till he has uttered in thought what he take$
to be the vernacular equivalent for the new word; bis

